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Top 3 investment focus areas

Singapore CFOs identify artificial intelligence 
as the technology most likely to impact their 
industry in the next five years. 

almost

cFos are losing sleep over technological 
advancement. 

unsurprisingly, cFos are already investing 
in next-gen tech.

And they are 
seizing the 
opportunity 
to make a 
name for their 
companies. 

8 in 10

57% 
identify as risk-aware 
investors who are 
investing in the next-gen 
tech as a hedge against 
technology change

1. Artificial intelligence 2. Alternative energy Generation 3. embedded sensors

40% 
of CFos are seeking 
to be tech pioneers 
who bring next-gen 
tech to their industries

3% 
consider themselves 
skeptical investors 
who see little 
opportunity or threat 
in new technologies

of local CFos expect 
artificial intelligence to 
impact their industry 

77% 
point out that robotics 
and automation will 
impact their industry

47% 
are concerned 
about the impact of 
embedded sensors

40% 

Top 3 IT-spending priorities

While cFos are investing in new 
technology, they have not forgotten 
about the importance of data security. 

84% of local finance executives will be spending more
time and money on protecting customers’, suppliers’ 
and employees’ data in the next two years.

protection against 
data breeches

27% 
Cloud 
Computing

13% 
integration of different 
information systems 

13% 
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the 2018 Global business & spending outlook was conducted by institutional investor thought leadership studio1 (iitls) and is  
based on a survey of 870 senior finance executives from companies around the world (30 based in singapore) with annual revenues 
of $500 million or more. all survey responses were gathered in late november and december 2017. iitls estimates the margin of  
error for this population to be approximately +/-3% at a 95% level of confidence. 

1 From 2008 to 2016, CFo research, a unit of CFo publishing llC, conducted this annual study in collaboration with american 
express. all survey data prior to 2017 cited in this report was gathered and verified by CFo research.  

of Singapore Chief 
Finance Officers (CFOs) 
expect economic 
expansion this year.

In fact, Singapore CFOs are more concerned about disruption compared 
to their global counterparts.

of Singapore CFOs acknowledge that next-gen 
tech innovations are likely to bring major 
disruption to their industry.

of Singapore CFOs think that next-gen tech 
innovations are likely to bring major disruption 
to the economic well-being of their country.

confidence about economic growth 
at a nine-year high.

However, local cFos are concerned that 
technological innovations are threatening 
the competiveness of their companies.
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